S.A.V.E. Structured Activation of Voice Energetics
(Accelerated Use of Structured Energetics)

Treatments & Trainings 2018
As you may be really interested in:
* Enjoying Better Relationships
* Making More Money
* Losing Weight
* Getting rid of pain
* Feeling your best each and every day of your life
* Living relaxed and in control of your life
* Being joyous and free of complaints
* No longer worrying about health issues
* Removing disease states & maintaining health
* Releasing negative emotional states !
!
!
* Reducing stress
* Improving in sports and learning abilities
* Learning a foreign language
* Enjoying better sex and sexual pleasure
* Developing a closer relationship to the Divine

!

by experiencing the benefits of the S.A.V.E. &
Accelerated Use of Structured Energetics Treatments & Trainings
Please know this. This is a very simple way of removing roadblocks and
energizing yourself each and every day of your life...in minutes or seconds! The
principles and techniques of these courses are from sound acupuncture and
chiropractic proven techniques interwoven into the wonders of Structured
Energetics.
There is only goodness to be had...You can feel better today!
S.A.V.E. & Accelerated Use of Structured Energetics Treatments &
Trainings
Make no mistake about this: You will be learning the secrets of structured
energetics. You will be learning how easy it is to treat yourself in whichever
course you choose with Tim Toula, as your guide and trainer. What you will be
receiving is Tim Toula’s 30 years as an energetic practitioner and researcher,
master-trained in Japanese Anma, Shiatsu, 5 Forms of Acupuncture, 3 Forms of
Chiropractic (NET, BEST, PNT) Chinese herbs, nutritional, and homeopathic
therapies. Seven year intensive in structured energetic research that has led to
breakthrough discoveries on how to eliminate unwanted health states and
bring forth states of immediate health and goodness, while simply and easily
locking them into the body daily. Tim coined the term S.A.V.E. as he discovered
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secrets within structured energetics of what is possible in human performance.
You won’t be finding these in a medical textbook.
Most of these discoveries and principles are unknown to western medical
understandings, and frankly most all practitioners. In this course of structured
energetic treatments and trainings, you will not only learn them, but practice
them, and FEEL them happening immediately, to the point where you know
you have a very powerful method in your hands to
free yourself from a lot of physical discomfort,
and trapped energy of negative subconscious emotions that
you may be unaware of presently.
You see, unbeknownst to most people, they are walking around stuck in a
subconscious negative emotional train from a certain moment in their life. They
ride this negative emotional train potentially all the way to their eventual passing.
Have you ever had an accident, an illness, bad relationship? You’re on this train.
Have you ever experienced pain, a phobia/fear, poor breathing? Same train.
Have you ever experienced losing a loved one, divorce, or breakup? Ditto
Have you ever wished to improve your performance in something? Again Ditto.
Because those and others are all experiences of that negative emotional train.
Well, what if you could get off of that negative train and jump aboard a train of
goodness and good feelings? A train free of those stresses and strifes you’ve
known ‘til now? A train that sets you free?
Well, Hop aboard the S.A.V.E. train!
The emphasis in S.A.V.E. is on treating all these types of things above, Plus,
YOU take away the ability to continue improving your life & health...
and it’s EASY!
Think about this,
you’re sitting there,
You’re reading this info,
you are having certain thoughts running in your mind.
They make you feel a certain way.
Relax!
Now, you’re sitting there.
You’re reading this info. Still,
you are having feelings running through your body
about your current state of affairs and this info here...
Relax...
Breathe in deep!
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As you are sitting there,
and you are reading this info,
Relax...
Breathe in deep.
Feel better....

.

You’re sitting there,
Relax,
Breathe in Deep,
Feel better!
Enjoy!
Now, if you were to consider this...
As you simply and easily let go fully of your defenses quickly,
and lose just one negative feeling,
perhaps like the one you are feeling right now or in the past,
You might be pleasantly surprised to find the rest of those negative feelings in
your body instantly and automatically collapsing quickly like a house of cards in a
strong breeze...to the extent that you already feel better AND continue to build
health from there with a good foundation. Like with me, this is a key building
block for anyone’s health.
Remember this well,
if you are like many people,
you had a childhood full of negative feelings.
You had a life full of difficult relationships.
You work with emotionally toxic people.
What are you too OK with those?
What are you without those?
Relax...Breathe, Feel Better, Let go...
Enjoy letting go of stuff holding you back.
Notice how good that feels!
We are emotional / spiritual beings first,...physical beings second.
As you happily and lovingly submit and surrender easily to this idea,
it allows for removal of your suffering or pain, and
the re-establishment of your ease and joy of life.
Afterall, what are you...too happy?
We have solutions in the form of:
1) SAVE Treatments
2) SAVE Training
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1. SAVE TREATMENTS
1. SAVE SKYPE, Face Time, or Live Treatments Plans:
The focus here is solely on getting the person better as quickly as
possible. We work together to eliminate your emotional complaints, pains,
and treat them using the SAVE technology and other offerings in our
treatment quiver (Nutrition, Chinese Herbs, Homeopathy, SAVE tools).
SAVE technology explanations are minimal at this time as we focus
diligently to correct your situation at hand.
We work on your topics in the Physical (Nutrition, Toxicity, Teeth/Jaw,
Pathogens, etc.), Emotional Scenarios, and Spiritual Categories, starting
where you are at with your concerns and continuing on in the most
valuable direction for you.
Besides freeing you of immediate discomforts, it is a great prep for the
SAVE Live trainings.
We generally schedule these SAVE Treatments on:
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. (Other days available on request.)
Time slots are: 9-10-11am, 11-12-1pm, 3-4-5pm, 5-6-7pm, 9-10-11pm.
SKYPE: tim.toula
Intro 20 Min Session/$50 Treatment
If you just wish a taste of the power of SAVE to help you through a
pain, phobia, or stressful situation, we offer you this Intro treatment of 20 minutes
for $50. Most small problems like these are gone in 20 minutes or less. If you
were to desire to address more topics, you have the option to continue for
another 20 minutes.
We highly recommend that you get the most momentum in your life by stacking
your sessions in one of the following manners:
Three Sessions- 75 minute sessions $495
Six Sessions - 1 hour sessions $900
Nine Sessions - 1 hour sessions $999
(Payments are made in advance of scheduled time. We schedule for three treatments
minimum to insure proper return of function, pain elimination, improved well-being, etc.
Suggested supplements and tools are extra.)
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2. SAVE TRAININGS
A. SAVE Skype/Facetime/In Person Treatment/Training
Investment: (3 days, 2 hours / day / per person: $597).
These mini Skype Sessions are great ways to get going with SAVE. You receive
as many SAVE Exercises as we can do in the allotted time. Plus, you get SAVE
materials and exercises to explain the basics of SAVE and continue working on
yourself after the 3 days of this condensed BASIC SAVE Training.
What are you too free of old harmful emotional patterns after practicing just this
Basic SAVE format for a month?
This course changes, and keeps on changing, people’s lives!
INDIVIDUAL: Best for focused, one-on-one treatment. If you have specific issues
between the tissues, and know you will need more focused treatment and
training, choose this option.
GROUP Pairing with an interested friend(s) or partner(s) is recommended.
(Group Pairing is great for practice aspects plus treatment emphasis. Even with
more aspects of practice covered, there will be plenty of time to receive
treatments.) Pairing up is highly recommended for more fun, learning, and
immediate observation of Basic Function Tests and the changes from SAVE
treatment on your partners! Find a local friend or interested partner(s) to pair up
with in same room for these 3 days for witnessing the incredible dynamic effects
of SAVE on yourself and them. Practitioners are encouraged to bring a patient
and witness the incredible effects of SAVE on their patients.
Materials are provided for reference use to work with after the course to keep
changing your life and change the lives of those who are interested in working
with you. Please provide:
_Skype or FaceTime connection...having visual contact assists your treatment and
learning...although a phone can work as well!
_1 or 2 NAT Structuring units/person
_A table and chair or two w/partner
_Notepad with pen
_List of full names of participants and their signatures
_A bed or massage table is handy
_Place to lay down comfortably.
_A couple towels.
_Pitcher of water and glass
_2 glasses/person
_To best serve you, handwrite and sign a letter stating clearly 1-3 complaints/topics you
wish to remove and 1-3 Benefits/improvements you wish to receive from these treatments
and this course. Then email a picture of the letter with a personal photo, or text it to 970
485 3026.

We schedule SAVE Skype Sessions on:
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. (Other days available on special request.)
Time slots are: 9-11am, 11-1pm, 3-5pm, 5-7pm, 9-11pm SKYPE: tim.toula
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B. SAVE Live and In Person Weekend Events
The Skype Sessions are great ways to start feeling better and clear important
topics in your life. However, you will improve even more by getting to the 3-day
Live Events, in your place of interest, depending on numbers attending. There’s
more to see and do in these group efforts; and it truly is a wonderful time to see
you and your fellow participants changing and shifting over three days in front of
your eyes. These SAVE Live 3‐Day Weekend Events are available as we work
with you to put them on in your locale. Minimum of 10 participants.

B1. SAVE Basic Weekend $597
SAVE BASIC is anything but basic. There are baseline tests and over 60 SAVE
Exercises performed by participants that clear out the subconscious emotional
override and balance the body back to health. See all that’s addressed in the
Schedules. Getting your heart tested with the NEW! Heart Sound Recorder is
worth the price of admission alone! We are going to show you how the heart is
the truth of your nutritional status and how structured energetics shifts and
improves your energy parameters! You will feel like and be a new person!
There are many demonstrations that you can implement immediately in your
daily life, or health practice if you are a practitioner, that will blow your mind.
You are offered the support through daily feedings of several amazing nutritional
products from the lineups of Natural Action, Standard Process Nutrition, Sunrider
Chinese Herbs, NET Homeopathic. These are at your choosing and discretion.
However, by enjoying these products you will be upgrading your deficient
nutritional bank accounts and cleansing out unwanted toxins.

B2. SAVE Basic / Intermediate Training $750.
You must have the foundation of SAVE BASIC to participate in this course.
This course will train people to see beyond the Basic SAVE perspectives which
are already profound! It will sharpen your observations as you tune into the
targets people need for their betterment. It will also train you to treat other
people’s well-being from real energetic acupuncture and chiropractic principles:
perfect for any practitioner.
Wish to see how to improve people faster than lightning? You’ll see it here!
We repeat some of the Basic Exercises and also expose many new unbelievable
exercises that will shift your awareness in more ways than one.
Come prepared to get a lot of deep improvement work done and
change others in physical, emotional, and spiritual ways quickly. You will walk
away with workbooks in all trainings that allow you to carry on the work at home.
By the end of the weekend, you’ll be ready to SAVE the world!
SAVE Special!! Change Your Life in a Big Way!
Attend both Basic and Basic/Intermediate Trainings for $1200 (save $147)
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That’s right, attend both Basic & Basic/Intermediate COMBO $1200
True value of course and materials:
The value you put on your improved life!
During the SAVE Trainings, you will receive...
O. Baseline Pre-tests of your body function:
a. Yin Yang Pulse testing assessment
b. Leg Length and Hip Rotation Testing
c. Autonomic Nervous System
d. Triple Warmer Test
e. ICV- Ileocecal Valve, Yeast Point, Allergy Point Tests
f. Heart Sound Recording (weekend seminars)
g. Acugraph meridian testing (weekend seminars)
h. Mercury Vapor Testing (weekend seminars)
i. GDV Gas Discharge Visualization Reading (AZ Seminars)
1. Several targeted treatments each day
To free yourself of specific roadblocks
to your health and well being
and treatments to continue with each day after...
for the rest of your life.
(30 second treatments, 3 Minute Treatments, and others...)
You will Recheck
0. Baseline Pre-tests (a,b,c,d,e)
to validate treatments.
You will see how one simple, 30-second treatment can
totally change yours or any person's entire physiology.
Then YOU will implement one 30 second change
two times in two different ways, each time validating it!
2. Specific, effective instruction on
How to more powerfully and rapidly
clear anyone of any negative emotional state easily...
faster and more direct than anything that's out on the
“Help” market now...
once you know a simple understanding and how to change it.
3. S.A.V.E. Practice and Real Life Ideas
that will powerfully engage you and
clear you of health issues and emotional scars
with the SAVE Exercises
provided by the time you have finished the 3 days.
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4. Understandings that
you will not receive anywhere else to implement
with yourself or anyone willing to improve their life
as soon as you wish.
These techniques are simple...and rapid,
even children can do them and benefit greatly.
5. Instructive materials for referencing
daily after the course is completed as you
easily and simply continue advancing your health daily.
These SAVE materials best serve you with your improvement and
effectively treat clients, family, and friends immediately.
Should you need it...continued support with
further treatment available
as you work on yourself or with clients.
This material will allow you to
change your life and people’s lives for the better...many times instantly.
These treatments and course knowledge
have allowed participants to:
- Lose pain immediately
- Feel better right away
- Remove fears or phobias within a couple minutes!
- Regain range of motion
- Let go of emotional suffering
- Strengthen will and gain desires in their life
- Address scenarios that have held them back in life!
!
...in the comfort of their home or bed.)
- Bring in the enjoyment and pleasure that they wish from life.
- Strengthen good bonds of love, caring, and enjoyment with people!
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If you were to find this agreeing with your goals,
My simple recommendation is:

Schedule a SAVE treatment plan and/or SAVE course now!

How To Enroll / Make Payment
1. Visit
www.paypal.com
Clik make payment.
Send appropriate amount to:
timtoula@hotmail.com
!
!
!
2. Read and Sign SAVE Agreement
3. Send photo of yourself from shoulders up
4. Hand write 1-3 complaints/topics you wish to eliminate from your life and
hand write 1-3 benefits/good things you desire in your life.
5. Then email 2,3,4 to timtoula@hotmail.com
and then, let’s roll up our sleeves and
get started with your best day yet.
SKYPE: tim.toula
These trainings contain a LOT of valuable unique techniques on how to use
structuring units for clearing negative emotional scenarios and upgrading
your physical health to its best possible and many other uses to
profoundly affect your life. It's revolutionary!
Except for the 1. Save Treatment Only option, we treat people and train
them at the same time.
I'm asking these professionally low rates, because I just wish for people to
step up and enjoy the miraculous changes that happen with Structured
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Energetics in the S.A.V.E. Program and pass them on to others. So I've
lowered rates way down...
Prices may likely go up soon.
Suggest this program to friends or other interested parties. You will grow
stronger in your understanding of S.A.V.E.’s potential as you witness your
friend’s changes. It is highly recommended to do three, 3-day trainings for
optimal improvement.
By the end of it, you will be clearing all kinds of stuff you never knew you
had, and you will really have changed your life for the better. Everyone who
has taken two consecutive weekends has really learned far more than
during the first weekend and become much more elevated in their lives.
Perhaps you might even be surprised to find yourself doing S.A.V.E. again
and again daily to the point where you wouldn’t be without SAVE-ing
yourself and others DAILY.
Please let me know as your Spirit moves you.
I will ask that you see the miraculous nature
of these treatments and training.
Hear you soon,
Tim Toula
970 485 3026
Www.naturalactionwater.co/research
(There is a lot of info on structured water and structured breathing on this
website and other important health topics to begin your understandings.)
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Comments from participants of SAVE Treatments and Training:
"Tim, are people getting how profound this is?" M. in NM
"I still feel so high! I should have said I feel more present and grounded, when I
spoke to you. I am fully in my body now!!" H. in Hi
"My friend just left and it went VERY well...Deep stuff cleared...Thank you for
developing this technique and sharing so freely." D. in AZ
Three days of SAVE create a foundational platform to use for the rest of your life. Many
may feel better served by 1 to 3 to 6 or MORE days after the initial 3 day course as one's
body re-calibrates.
"
IF you were to have ANY doubt about this course, remember this, there is never
error in structured energetics, only the Truth of Nature...and...Only goodness prevails!

Hi Tim,
In the emails that you have sent out to people, you say....
Life will never be the same. You were not kidding!!!
I was in your August 2016 SAVE Class, and since this time my life has been
changing and transforming, there's so much I learned.
I have been working with my clients, friends, co workers and my doctor sharing
my experience and time that I was involved in your class...and I just wanted to
say Thank You, from the all of my heart...you have opened things in myself that I
never knew existed; and no, life will never be the same!
One of the reasons I wanted to reach out to you, besides to say thank you...Is I
followed up with my doctor. She was very pleased to see how my numbers for
the different things she tests for all came out very well balanced!
So balanced...Instead of a 3 month follow up, she's wanting to see me again in 6
months :) I'm not sure if you remember, but the muscle testing in me showed that
I had a weakness in my left lung, I have always had doctors ask if I was a smoker
and I've never smoked a day in my life. During our demo, it came out that it was
caused in utero; and you smiled when I said, what is that?
I never realized that things could still affect us that happened during childbirth.
So, the doctor did the breathing through the stethoscope as normal. When she
was done, I asked her how my breathing was. She said it was good. I asked
about the left lung and she said it sounded strong and healthy...There was
no...“are you a smoker?!!” I was just so excited, I know you’re a busy man, and I
just had to share this story with you, as I thought you'd enjoy. I'm looking forward
to growing and learning more with you all. Thank you so much! -T. in MD
“Cleared a woman therapist with SAVE. She was so impressed that she wants
me to train all 17 therapists who work at her clinic in October...and...Ok Tim, in
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less than 10 minutes, I removed the pain in the finger of a dancer, the pain in her
foot, the pain in her left shoulder and the pain in her left breast...And the next
time she was on stage dancing, she told me she could dance better than she’s
ever danced before...Tim, thank you very much for training me.” -M. in MN
“I feel a lot more confident in myself.” -L. in CO
“I can’t believe how much more relaxed I feel!” -P. in CO
”Hi Tim, OMG, what a day!...I just had a walk-in come in to my office, a red hot
mess, OMG, no limit to how high this women was with rage and anger and just
overwhelm, all of it...
I just worked the SAVE Protocol with her through overwhelm, rage, and anxiety,
and stress,....
The rage, the overwhelm, the anxiety, the stress, the hatred, the blaming, the
judgement... it wasn’t there, it WASN’T THERE!!!...
So I just wanted to share,
it was quite remarkable...so I just gave a full SAVE Session...Wow! -S. in MD.
“I did SAVE with my daughter and her husband today...It went well. What
fabulous work this is...Thank You! -B. in GA
Comments on Structured Energetics & Structured Energetic Units
“My chronic lifelong sinus problems cleared up with structured breathing...I only breathed
through each nostril 3 times and such a big change occurred. I had to repeat it in 3 days
as my symptoms came back. Then, it was 6 days before I had to repeat it. I could finally
go into cold air areas where before I could never breathe without mucus accumulating.
Now, I was able to go into these places without having mucous accumulating.
- Clayton’s Classroom, 12/13
“All my life my breathing had been shallow. Breathing deeply was difficult and I could
sustain it for only a few breaths. After a few breaths through the portable, it was as if
deep breaths came easily. It was like I discovered a pathway in my body, a breathing
pathway I had not experienced before.” S. in FL
“My painful arthritis disappeared in less than a week with your Structured Water
Hydration Program, and it hasn’t been back for over a year!” P. in WA
“The Portable Unit turns the taste of the yucky London water back to good...It’s way
better drinking the structured water than what I’ve been drinking. -R. in U.K
“My thoughts and response to the amazing structured water baths-A true and miraculous
healing tool for internal and external health issues.” K. in MI
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If you were to really desire to get dialed in,
enroll NOW in this life-changing course
as others have done and found out the amazing changes...

THE SAVE BASIC LIVE WEEKEND SCHEDULE DAY 1: FRIDAY 2018
SAVE BASIC Event Day 1 will proceed as follows:
Friday, 9 am:
_Group Introduction of Natural Action
_Personal GDV Test (Arizona) or Acugraph
_Personal Muscle Tests Assessments
_Vital Sign Tests
_Heart Sound Recorder-shows the truth of your nutrition/heartbeat
10 am:
The Significance of KHT’s Yin Yang Pulse and how to assess it
_Treating everyone with 3 Introductory SAVE Exercises :
_1) FIBN _2) First Sound _3) H2T Body Works! *(Exercises in green)
The main focus of the whole weekend is to clear out Subconscious Emotional
Override/Blockages. These SAVE Exercises are powerful, yet clever ways of
cleaning out your mind of the junk all of us harbor unbeknownst to our
conscious awareness. You will learn them through the experience of doing
them, and then be able to repeat them in days to come, or treat* others with
them. This* depends on your individual progress and personal history.
Consciously watching others shift is very big and wonderful part of the SAVE
Experience.
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11 am:
o Sharing the Discovery/Intro of SAVE Technology
o Understanding the SAVE Formats
o Treating everyone to Quickie SAVE Exercises :
1) Simply ME; 2) Genie in a Bottle
12 pm:
o Seven Waves: Structured Water Hydration Program;
o Treating everyone to MORE SAVE Exercises:
_1) Names,_2) EPIC 3, _3) Epic ABS -> Quality
1-3 pm: Lunch and free time:
Treatment available during that time:
- Personal Individualized SAVE Sessions with Tim/other SAVE Practitioners (free)
*Schedule subject to change depending on group performance.

3 pm:
o Treating everyone to MORE SAVE Exercises :
1) Worst Nightmare - 2) B.E.S.T.
4 pm:
o Structured Breathing: 6 Step Procedure, Tips
o More on SAVE Formats: Shortening Verbosity, etc.
o More on Baseline Tests & GDV
5 pm:
o Treating everyone to MORE SAVE Exercises:
1) Chiropractic You-niversity _2) Muscle Beach _3) LIM
6:45-6:55 pm Closing Day 1 Q&A
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6:55-7 pm: Benediction
Looking at Day 1 excites me to know all the wonderful, health-giving changes
that will be occurring during this day!
But then, there is Day 2...

THE SAVE BASIC WEEKEND SCHEDULE DAY 2: SATURDAY 2018
9 am:
o How SAVE Acupuncture can quickly shift your health and how to use it:
_1) Acupuncture YOU-niversity _2) Ear Acupuncture _3) Scalp
_4) Meridian _5) French Energetics _6) Finishers
10 am:
o Sensory Overload: We now take you through an experience of getting
congruent with your senses! Fasten the strap on your chair!
_1) Sensory Overload _2) Internal Organs_3) Joints _4) Chiasmus
11 am :
o _The Importance of Accidents and Scars:
_1) Accidents: Your List _2) Scars: Your List
12:12:30 pm:
o Chinese Herbal Energetic Diet (I.O.W.) 1) Demos & Samples 12:30>1pm
_1) Pull the Trigger _2) My Cup of Tea
1-3 pm: Lunch and free time:
Treatment available during that time:
Personal Individualized SAVE Sessions with Tim/other SAVE Practitioners (free)
3:00-4:00 pm
o _1) Chakra Cake
o

Toxicity: Powerful Ways of Using NAT Structuring Units

o _1) The Rhino Horn _2) A Kodak Moment
5 pm:
o Getting even better with ourselves:
1) The Man in the Mirror - 2) Take the Plunge
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6pm:
o Treating everyone to MORE SAVE Exercises:
1) Diseases - 2) Fun with Physiology 101
6:45-6:55 pm: Closing Day 2 Q&A
655-7 pm: Benediction
Please know all the wonderful, beneficial life changes that will occur this day
and how much you will now feel more alive in your body, mind, and spirit by the
end of this day! But then, there is Day 3...

THE SAVE BASIC WEEKEND SCHEDULE DAY 3: SUNDAY 2018
9 am:
o Let’s talk about Important Stuff:
1) Under the Big Top’ics’ (Top Ten Categories)
10 am – 12h00:
o Blocked Regulation Inoculation:
1) Fly Birdie Fly and Opening the Doors to Harmony;
o _2) Smile on Your Brother & Sister & Pet (I.O.W.)
Diving deeper into _3)Words Out Of Mouth” (WOOM);
o _4) Their Script
o _5) Emergency Medicine: Beyond Triage, _6)Riding The Emotional
Rollercoaster
o How the Smallest Things Matter!:
_7) 5 Elements Feeling Chart _8) That Part of You _9) The Seesaw
1-3 pm: Lunch and free time:
_Treatment available during that time: Personal Individualized SAVE
Sessions with Tim/other SAVE Practitioners (free)
3:15 pm
o

_1) Face On, Face Off _2) Put a Smile on Your Face;

o

Learning about your handwriting :
1) Writing the Wrongs _2) Rewriting the Rights

4 pm:
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o How Structuring Units Could Improve your Teeth & Dentistry
o You As A SAVE Practitioner? Let’s Practice:
_1) What’s Your List of 5? and 5? _2) Flight of the Hummingbird

4:45 pm:
o How Can a Jigsaw Puzzle change your life?
1) The Pieces of the Puzzle
5 pm:
o Getting even better with ourselves:
_1) The Left Right Rule _2) Fixing the Body
_3) What’s up w/That Move?
5:30 - 6:30 pm:
o Surprise: Let’s revisit the early days, when time was simple!
_1) I.U.-In Utero _2) VTS-Vanishing Twin Syndrome
6:30 pm: As we head to the close of this SAVE Event, a few final practices:
1) Ego Blaster 2) Group Requests
6:45pm-6:55 pm Closing Day 3 Q&A
6:55-7:00pm: Benediction
Looking at Day 3 thrills me to know ends.
Not really knowing what amazing, life affirming changes will be taking place in
your new life, as soon as you get home or in days to follow from this weekend...
Because after all, there is Day 4...and beyond!
You can expect to feel much different come the next day after the event. Some
will feel a processing hangover, some may feel greater heightened sense of
awareness and aliveness. For some, it may take using the SAVE Exercises for
several weeks to really feel the “Shift” that will take you to the next level.
But the main thing is to keep at it! Many people have found these SAVE
exercises a healthy daily practice and would not be without them because they
realize the continued health benefits.
Remember, health practice is a practice!
Vita est Celebratio!
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For SAVE Graduates of SAVE BASIC
Most of the SAVE Event is your personal growth of going through amazing SAVE
Exercises that will assist you in the letting go of subconscious emotional
override and blockages. Repeating these again at a later time is essential.
You might check out the works of a couple mentors of mine to help with your
understanding of clearing negative subconscious emotions:
1) Drs. Scott and Deb Walker www.netmindbody.com
Please read The Seven Components of NET http://www.netmindbody.com/
assets/files/pdf/practitioners/the-sevencomponents- of-NET.pdf
2) Dr. Ted Morter http://www.morter.com/what_is_best.php
Please watch Dr. Ted talk about healing. These men were both amazing pioneers
in Quantum Physics of Chiropractic and incredible mentors for many.
The SAVE Weekend, while it contains some of their wisdom and process,
is its own unique and sleek creation based on the power and beauty of
Structured Energetics. Structured Energetics takes their work to a whole new
level and beyond.
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If you wish to look at some GDV info and Dr. Korotkov that could certainly help
with your understandings of your personal GDV readings (in Arizona). You will
find this exemplified at www.naturalactionwater.co/research under
Stress papers 1,2,3;
Kidney Dehydration,
Popular Sports Drink,
Bottled Water A.
Also, a very big part of this weekend we offer you super-nutrition with Natural
Action Structured Water, TNT and Sunrider Chinese Herbs, Standard Process
Nutrition, and NET Homeopathic. You are under no obligation to eat any of
these offerings. But are past experience has shown that most folks show up in
deficiency states of nutrition and we are feeding you to get you back on top of
your nutritional bank account which most will see thru the eyes of the Heart
Sound Recorder.
All the best for now,
Tim Toula,
970 485 3026
www.naturalactionwater.co
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SAVE BASIC/INTERMEDIATE WEEKEND SCHEDULE Day 1: FRIDAY
Fall 2018
Friday will proceed as follows:*
9am-1pm
The main focus of the whole weekend is to clear out Subconscious Emotional
Override/Blockages to allow you to become a more capable human being,
SAVE Practitioner, or anything else you would like to be. The SAVE Exercises
presented here will go down deeply and powerfully into the neurology swiftly
cleaning out your mind of the deeper junk chest. You will learn them through the
experience of watching them performed on other participants in the class over
many treatments, and then be able to repeat them in days to come, or treat*
others with them. This* depends on your individual progress and personal
history. We have many new tools since Feb 2017. You will see and experience
new things and become a wiser, seasoned SAVE user and practitioner.
_1) Personalized Treatments one right after the other in front of the group.
Participants observe and take notes and watch carefully. They become
aware by watching, hearing, and feeling. We review Basic SAVE
foundational verbiage.
To come to this training, you must have a spirit of adventure.
Please do not come to this training unless you have had 1, (or better 2),
Basic SAVE’s under your belt and even then, we will have to see; and be
sure you are ok with your “emotional stuff” exposed in front of people even
though we will do our best to maintain the individual’s privacy. Be sure you
are ok having your fellow treatment team observe you. Be sure you are ok
with them asking questions about what’s happening. You cannot really learn the
truth and depth of human emotion and potential clearing without seeing this.
Some of the new SAVE techniques infused into this weekend include:
The Easy Treatment: See Ya in 10, The Kitchen Sink & House of Memories, The
Steering Wheel: Who’s Steering Who?, The Donut Shop, Structured Glasses, A
Kodak Moment, The Staff of Ra, SAVE Power Buds, Six Honest Serving Men,
The Perfect Body! to name a few...

Even with 1 or 2 Basics, keep clearing and review your SAVE Notebook before
this course. Please work with the Chiropractic, Acupuncture, and Chakra SAVE
modalities (from Basic SAVE course) on yourself so it feels natural.
Of course, you’re going to experience and learn a lot more than that.
Some of this may be rated PG, other parts of it, not.
1-3 pm
_Lunch (Delicious Structured Lunches)
_Personal Massage / Cupping Sessions
_Personal Individualized SAVE Sessions
*Schedule subject to change depending on group performance/goals.
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3-6:45 pm
_1) More Personalized Treatments one right after the other in front of the
group. The more you see people letting go of their emotional situations, the
more you will learn and experience what people are really going thru.
These are continued from the SAVE Basic Testing:
_Personal GDV Test (Arizona)
_Personal Muscle Tests Assessments
_Vital Sign Tests
_Heart Sound Recorder-the truth of what your heartbeat says @ nutrition
6:45-6:55 pm_Closing Day 1 Q&A
6:55-7 pm
_1) Reading and Closing Thoughts
Looking at Day 1 excites me to
know all the deeper wonderful, health-giving changes
that will be occurring during this day as we chunk down deeper into what
lies beneath: the likes of which you haven’t seen!
But then, there is Day 2...
SAVE BASIC/INTERMEDIATE WEEKEND SCHEDULE Day 2: SATURDAY
Saturday will proceed as follows:*
9:00 -1 pm
_1) Review of SAVE Techniques (from SAVE BASIC and new)
_2) Fundamental Treatment Formulas and Treatments (ABC’S & RaP/Silent)
_3) A look at Perfection and more one-on-one personalized treatments.
1-3 pm
_Lunch
_Personal Massage / Cupping Sessions
_Personal Individualized SAVE Sessions
3-6:45 pm
1) One-on-one personalized treatments performed by students, when the
student/group is ready. Otherwise, we keep drilling down with various
tools to clean up shop. There are a lot of SAVE Tools you haven’t seen
yet…you’ll be amazed at how fast and beautifully people will change with these.
6:45-6:55 pm
_Closing Day 2 Q&A
6:55-7 pm Final Reading
Looking at Day 2 excites me to
Notice all the wonderful, beneficial life changes
that will occur this day and
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how much you will now feel more alive
in your body, mind, and spirit by the end of this day
because you have taken on the expansionary mission
of helping yourself and helping someone else!
And then, there is Day 3...

SAVE BASIC/INTERMEDIATE WEEKEND SCHEDULE Day 3: SUNDAY
Sunday will proceed as follows:*
9 am -1pm
Students into Practitioners
_Let’s talk about Small Stuff
_1) Keepin’ it Simple (Kis)
_Drilling deeper into “Words Out Of Mouth” (WOOM)
_1) Their Script part 2 - The Tip of the Iceberg
_2) Words Don’t Mean Nuttin’ Kid!- Going Under the Surface aka Titanic Time
_ Emergency Medicine
_1) Beyond Triage – What to DO FAST! part 2
Stuff you Gotta Know…and will know with SAVE Basic and know well SAVE B/I
_1) 5 Element Feeling Chart _2) Possible Reasons For Pulses-Heart Sound
Recorder
_3) That Part of You _4) The Seesaw _5) Flight of the Hummingbird
_6) What’s up with That Face?
1-3 pm
_Lunch
_Personal Massage / Cupping Sessions by Students
_Personal Individualized SAVE Sessions by Students
3-645 pm
Students into Practitioners
Treating another with SAVE
_Let’s revisit the early days, when time was simple!
_1) Days I.U.-In Utero _2) VTS-Vanishing Twin Syndrome part 2
_3) Throwing out the bathwater without The Baby!
6:30 pm
_As we head to the close of this SAVE Event, a few final practices:
_1) Ego Blaster
6:45pm-6:50 pm
1) Q&A,
6:55-7pm
_Benediction
Looking at Day 3 thrills me to know ends...
Not really knowing what amazing, life-affirming
changes will be taking place in your new life
as soon as you get home or in days to follow from this weekend...
even if you don’t practice this course or help anyone with SAVE.
The SAVE Exercises you have participated in this course will have already
changed your life and continue to expand in the garden of your Mind.
And after all, there is Day 4...and beyond!
Vita est Celebratio!
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For SAVE Graduates of SAVE BASIC INTERMEDIATE
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